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The book explores the technical as well as cultural imaginaries of programming from its insides, demonstrating the reflexive practice of
aesthetic programming, to understand and question existing technological objects and paradigms.
Take advantage of Chef’s highly customizable design to tackle specific automation issues that you can’t solve by simply using Chef’s tools,
resources, and services out of the box. With this practical guide, you’ll examine the internal structure of this configuration management
technology and learn where, how, and why to add custom code. Author Jon Cowie not only provides code snippets and practical advice for
customizing Chef, but also helps you determine case by case whether it’s in your best interests to customize at all. If you have intermediateto-advanced Chef experience, this book is indispensable. Explore Chef’s typical setups and why you’d want to customize them Learn the
Ruby concepts needed to write customizations Customize the Chef run process and explore Chef’s internal classes Gain more insight into
your Chef runs through handlers and Chef’s event stream Level up your Chef recipes by writing your own resources and providers Create
and extend plugins for Knife—Chef’s command-line tool Interact with the Chef API to write scripts and reports Learn how to contribute
customizations to the Chef community
to increase the use of direct contact processes, the National Science Foundation sup ported a workshop on direct contact heat transfer at the
Solar Energy Research Insti tute in the summer of 1985. We served as organizers for this workshop, which em phasized an area of thermal
engineering that, in our opinion, has great promise for the future, but has not yet reached the point of wide-spread commercial application.
Hence, a summary of the state of knowledge at this point is timely. The workshop had a dual objective: 1. To summarize the current state of
knowledge in such a form that industrial practi tioners can make use of the available information. 2. To indicate the research and
development needed to advance the state-of-the-art, indicating not only what kind of research is needed, but also the industrial poten tial that
could be realized if the information to be obtained through the proposed research activities were available.
Explore the principles and practicalities of quantum computing Key Features Discover how quantum computing works and delve into the math
behind it with this quantum computing textbook Learn how it may become the most important new computer technology of the century
Explore the inner workings of quantum computing technology to quickly process complex cloud data and solve problems Book Description
Quantum computing is making us change the way we think about computers. Quantum bits, a.k.a. qubits, can make it possible to solve
problems that would otherwise be intractable with current computing technology. Dancing with Qubits is a quantum computing textbook that
starts with an overview of why quantum computing is so different from classical computing and describes several industry use cases where it
can have a major impact. From there it moves on to a fuller description of classical computing and the mathematical underpinnings necessary
to understand such concepts as superposition, entanglement, and interference. Next up is circuits and algorithms, both basic and more
sophisticated. It then nicely moves on to provide a survey of the physics and engineering ideas behind how quantum computing hardware is
built. Finally, the book looks to the future and gives you guidance on understanding how further developments will affect you. Really
understanding quantum computing requires a lot of math, and this book doesn't shy away from the necessary math concepts you'll need.
Each topic is introduced and explained thoroughly, in clear English with helpful examples. What you will learn See how quantum computing
works, delve into the math behind it, what makes it different, and why it is so powerful with this quantum computing textbook Discover the
complex, mind-bending mechanics that underpin quantum systems Understand the necessary concepts behind classical and quantum
computing Refresh and extend your grasp of essential mathematics, computing, and quantum theory Explore the main applications of
quantum computing to the fields of scientific computing, AI, and elsewhere Examine a detailed overview of qubits, quantum circuits, and
quantum algorithm Who this book is for Dancing with Qubits is a quantum computing textbook for those who want to deeply explore the inner
workings of quantum computing. This entails some sophisticated mathematical exposition and is therefore best suited for those with a healthy
interest in mathematics, physics, engineering, and computer science.
The diary and essays of Brian Eno republished twenty-five years on with a new introduction by the artist in a beautiful hardback edition. 'A
cranium tour of one of the most creative minds of our age . . . [Eno] delivers razor-sharp commentary with devilish snarkiness and brutal
honesty.' Wired At the end of 1994, Brian Eno resolved to keep a diary. His plans to go to the cinema, theatre and galleries fell quickly to the
wayside. What he did do - and write - however, was astonishing: ruminations on his collaborative work with David Bowie, U2, James and Jah
Wobble, interspersed with correspondence and essays dating back to 1978. These 'appendices' covered topics from the generative and
ambient music Eno pioneered to what he believed the role of an artist and their art to be, alongside adroit commentary on quotidian
tribulations and happenings around the world. An intimate insight into one of the most influential creative artists of our time, A Year with
Swollen Appendices is an essential classic.
Automate your computing systems with Puppet, the popular configuration management framework. Through code samples and real-world
examples, this concise introduction shows you how to use Puppet tools and templates to organize and execute configuration plans on your
*nix servers. Learn how to manage pools of servers and virtual instances, and discover how Puppet helps you administer access control. If
you’re familiar with system administration and Ruby language basics, this book is the ideal way to get up to speed on this open source
framework. Install Puppet and learn its manifest syntax and built-in functions Store configurations in a central location with Puppet Master,
and define which configurations apply to which nodes Build a framework to create user accounts in place of LDAP or Kerberos KDC Apply
techniques to execute and manage server configurations with MCollective Use Puppet as an auditing tool to ensure that configurations are
correct Gather information on the nodes you manage with the Facter library
Accompanying DVD-ROM (i.e.: hybrid DVD-Video/DVD-ROM) contains ... "dynamic application of DVD technology with samples from Dolby,
DTS, THX, IMAX, Joe Kane Productions, Microsoft, Widescreen Review, and others, plus audio/video tests, WebDVD, HTML files,
spreadsheets, and more."--Page 4 of cover.
Covers topics such as the importance of secure systems, threat modeling, canonical representation issues, solving database input, denial-ofservice attacks, and security code reviews and checklists.

This book attempts to explore all you need to know regarding Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC). It will assist you in making informed
decisions, if you have plans to implement IaC. As part of the DevOps practices, IaC offers the ability to manage, configure, and
create complex infrastructures by means of executable code. When adopting IaC, the infrastructure is managed by defining the
preferred state of the infrastructure in source files, and using a tool to help facilitate that. The source files consist of templates,
policy definitions, configuration, code, and other related assets. A better infrastructure delivery can help improve the important
aspects of software delivery performance that drive business outcomes. These include time to restore service, change failure rate,
lead time for changes, and deployment frequency. What You'll Learn: Understand how IaC works. Explore tools and services for
updating running servers, building server templates, and provisioning servers. Learn about immutable infrastructure and the tools
needed to implement it. Comprehend how to make an object reproducible. Discover the best practices for managing a dynamic
infrastructure. And lots more...
“The best thing about niksen is the absence of a goal. It doesn’t serve a purpose, but it’s wonderful.” Don’t you think it’s time for
a break? Plagued—as we are!—by nonstop pings and notifications, we have lost the knack of zoning out. Kicking back. Slacking off.
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Even when pandemic-induced lockdowns forcibly cleared our calendars, many who thought I’m free! filled their days with Netflix
and doomscrolling. How can we reclaim our free time (planned or not) to truly rest and reset? The Dutch have it figured out: with
niksen. Perhaps their best-kept lifestyle secret, niksen is the art of doing, well, nothing. It’s the opposite of productivity, and it’s
incredibly good for your . . . MIND—it makes you calmer. BODY—it offers rest on hectic days. CREATIVITY—it clears a space for
brilliant ideas. WALLET—it’s free! If you’re waiting for an invitation to go lie down in the sunshine, this book is it.
For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a
main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of
cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the fundamental technology components necessary to build and enable trusted
clouds. Here also is an explanation of the security and compliance challenges organizations face as they migrate mission-critical
applications to the cloud, and how trusted clouds, that have their integrity rooted in hardware, can address these challenges. This
book provides: Use cases and solution reference architectures to enable infrastructure integrity and the creation of trusted pools
leveraging Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT). Trusted geo-location management in the cloud, enabling workload and data
location compliance and boundary control usages in the cloud. OpenStack-based reference architecture of tenant-controlled virtual
machine and workload protection in the cloud. A reference design to enable secure hybrid clouds for a cloud bursting use case,
providing infrastructure visibility and control to organizations. "A valuable guide to the next generation of cloud security and
hardware based root of trust. More than an explanation of the what and how, is the explanation of why. And why you can’t afford
to ignore it!" —Vince Lubsey, Vice President, Product Development, Virtustream Inc. " Raghu provides a valuable reference for the
new 'inside out' approach, where trust in hardware, software, and privileged users is never assumed—but instead measured,
attested, and limited according to least privilege principles." —John Skinner, Vice President, HyTrust Inc. "Traditional parameter
based defenses are in sufficient in the cloud. Raghu's book addresses this problem head-on by highlighting unique usage models
to enable trusted infrastructure in this open environment. A must read if you are exposed in cloud." —Nikhil Sharma, Sr. Director of
Cloud Solutions, Office of CTO, EMC Corporation
Discover the pillars of AWS infrastructure automation, starting with API-driven infrastructure concepts and its immediate benefits
such as increased agility, automation of the infrastructure life cycle, and flexibility in experimenting with new architectures. With
this base established, the book discusses infrastructure-as-code concepts in a general form, establishing principled outcomes
such as security and reproducibility. Inescapably, we delve into how these concepts enable and underpin the DevOps movement.
The Definitive Guide to AWS Infrastructure Automation begins by discussing services and tools that enable infrastructure-as-code
solutions; first stop: AWS's CloudFormation service. You’ll then cover the ever-expanding ecosystem of tooling emerging in this
space, including CloudFormation wrappers such as Troposphere and orchestrators such as Sceptre, to completely independent
third-party tools such as Terraform and Pulumi. As a bonus, you’ll also work with AWS' newly-released CDK (Cloud Development
Kit). You’ll then look at how to implement modular, robust, and extensible solutions across a few examples -- in the process
building out each solution with several different tools to compare and contrast the strengths and weaknesses of each. By the end
of the journey, you will have gained a wide knowledge of both the AWS-provided and third-party ecosystem of infrastructure-ascode/provisioning tools, and the strengths and weaknesses of each. You’ll possess a mental framework for how to craft an
infrastructure-as-code solution to solve future problems based on examples discussed throughout the book. You’ll also have a
demonstrable understanding of the hands-on operation of each tool, situational appropriateness of each tool, and how to leverage
the tool day to day. What You Will Learn Discover the technological and organizational benefits to infrastructure-as-code solutions
Examine the overall landscape of infrastructure-as-code tooling and solutions available to consumers of AWS services See the
strengths and weaknesses of these tools relative to one another as examined through hands-on implementation of several
solutions Gain hands-on experience, best practices, and tips and tricks learned through several years’ real-world experience
delivering solutions using these very tools in a wide variety of scenarios Engineer solid solutions that leave room for new
requirements and changes without requiring needless refactoring Who This Book Is For DevOps engineers, cloud engineers and
architects focused on the AWS ecosystem, software engineers/developers working within the AWS ecosystem, and engineering
leaders looking for best practices.
This book provides readers with up-to-date research of emerging cyber threats and defensive mechanisms, which are timely and
essential. It covers cyber threat intelligence concepts against a range of threat actors and threat tools (i.e. ransomware) in cuttingedge technologies, i.e., Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud computing and mobile devices. This book also provides the technical
information on cyber-threat detection methods required for the researcher and digital forensics experts, in order to build intelligent
automated systems to fight against advanced cybercrimes. The ever increasing number of cyber-attacks requires the cyber
security and forensic specialists to detect, analyze and defend against the cyber threats in almost real-time, and with such a large
number of attacks is not possible without deeply perusing the attack features and taking corresponding intelligent defensive
actions – this in essence defines cyber threat intelligence notion. However, such intelligence would not be possible without the aid
of artificial intelligence, machine learning and advanced data mining techniques to collect, analyze, and interpret cyber-attack
campaigns which is covered in this book. This book will focus on cutting-edge research from both academia and industry, with a
particular emphasis on providing wider knowledge of the field, novelty of approaches, combination of tools and so forth to perceive
reason, learn and act on a wide range of data collected from different cyber security and forensics solutions. This book introduces
the notion of cyber threat intelligence and analytics and presents different attempts in utilizing machine learning and data mining
techniques to create threat feeds for a range of consumers. Moreover, this book sheds light on existing and emerging trends in the
field which could pave the way for future works. The inter-disciplinary nature of this book, makes it suitable for a wide range of
audiences with backgrounds in artificial intelligence, cyber security, forensics, big data and data mining, distributed systems and
computer networks. This would include industry professionals, advanced-level students and researchers that work within these
related fields.
Trusting a computer for a security-sensitive task (such as checking email or banking online) requires the user to know something
about the computer's state. We examine research on securely capturing a computer's state, and consider the utility of this
information both for improving security on the local computer (e.g., to convince the user that her computer is not infected with
malware) and for communicating a remote computer's state (e.g., to enable the user to check that a web server will adequately
protect her data). Although the recent "Trusted Computing" initiative has drawn both positive and negative attention to this area,
we consider the older and broader topic of bootstrapping trust in a computer. We cover issues ranging from the wide collection of
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secure hardware that can serve as a foundation for trust, to the usability issues that arise when trying to convey computer state
information to humans. This approach unifies disparate research efforts and highlights opportunities for additional work that can
guide real-world improvements in computer security.
Knowmad Society explores the future of learning, work, and how we relate with each other in a world driven by accelerating
change, value networks, and the rise of knowmads. Knowmads are nomadic knowledge workers: Creative, imaginative, and
innovative people who can work with almost anybody, anytime, and anywhere. The jobs associated with 21st century knowledge
and innovation workers have become much less specific concerning task and place, but require more value-generative
applications of what they know. The office as we know it is gone. Schools and other learning spaces will follow next. In this book,
nine authors from three continents, ranging from academics to business leaders, share their visions for the future of learning and
work. Educational and organizational implications are uncovered, experiences are shared, and the contributors explore what it's
going to take for individuals, organizations, and nations to succeed in Knowmad Society.
The AAMI recommended practice, Comprehensive guide to steam sterilization and sterility assurance in health care facilities, is a
breakthrough standard in terms of its scope. AAMI has updated ST79 with the release of ST79:2010/A4:2013. Of particular
importance, A4:2013 provides four new figures demonstrating the wrapping of items for steam sterilization and adds an annex
focused on Moisture assessment. As of Oct. 25, 2013, purchasers of ST79 will receive ANSI/AAMI ST79:2010 and A1:2010 and
A2:2011 and A3:2012 and A4:2014 as a single consolidated document. Among other changes from the 2006 edition of ST79, this
revised and expanded second edition of ST79 includes guidance on the use and application of Class 6 emulating indicators, a
chemical monitoring device fairly new to the United States. Because ST79 essentially consolidates five AAMI steam sterilization
standards (whose content was reviewed and updated to reflect current good practice prior to being incorporated into ST79), it truly
is a comprehensive guideline for all steam sterilization activities in healthcare facilities, regardless of the size of the sterilizer or the
size of the facility, and provides a resource for all healthcare personnel who use steam for sterilization.
Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed is an in-depth introduction to Intel’s platform embedded solution: the security
and management engine. The engine is shipped inside most Intel platforms for servers, personal computers, tablets, and
smartphones. The engine realizes advanced security and management functionalities and protects applications’ secrets and
users’ privacy in a secure, light-weight, and inexpensive way. Besides native built-in features, it allows third-party software
vendors to develop applications that take advantage of the security infrastructures offered by the engine. Intel’s security and
management engine is technologically unique and significant, but is largely unknown to many members of the tech communities
who could potentially benefit from it. Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed reveals technical details of the engine.
The engine provides a new way for the computer security industry to resolve critical problems resulting from booming mobile
technologies, such as increasing threats against confidentiality and privacy. This book describes how this advanced level of
protection is made possible by the engine, how it can improve users’ security experience, and how third-party vendors can make
use of it. It's written for computer security professionals and researchers; embedded system engineers; and software engineers
and vendors who are interested in developing new security applications on top of Intel’s security and management engine. It’s
also written for advanced users who are interested in understanding how the security features of Intel’s platforms work.
Learn how to accelerate C++ programs using data parallelism. This open access book enables C++ programmers to be at the
forefront of this exciting and important new development that is helping to push computing to new levels. It is full of practical
advice, detailed explanations, and code examples to illustrate key topics. Data parallelism in C++ enables access to parallel
resources in a modern heterogeneous system, freeing you from being locked into any particular computing device. Now a single
C++ application can use any combination of devices—including GPUs, CPUs, FPGAs and AI ASICs—that are suitable to the
problems at hand. This book begins by introducing data parallelism and foundational topics for effective use of the SYCL standard
from the Khronos Group and Data Parallel C++ (DPC++), the open source compiler used in this book. Later chapters cover
advanced topics including error handling, hardware-specific programming, communication and synchronization, and memory
model considerations. Data Parallel C++ provides you with everything needed to use SYCL for programming heterogeneous
systems. What You'll Learn Accelerate C++ programs using data-parallel programming Target multiple device types (e.g. CPU,
GPU, FPGA) Use SYCL and SYCL compilers Connect with computing’s heterogeneous future via Intel’s oneAPI initiative Who
This Book Is For Those new data-parallel programming and computer programmers interested in data-parallel programming using
C++.
Over 90 practical, actionable recipes to automate, test, and manage your infrastructure quickly and effectively About This Book
Bring down your delivery timeline from days to hours by treating your server configurations and VMs as code, just like you would
with software code. Take your existing knowledge and skill set with your existing tools (Puppet, Chef, or Docker) to the next level
and solve IT infrastructure challenges. Use practical recipes to use code to provision and deploy servers and applications and
have greater control of your infrastructure. Who This Book Is For This book is for DevOps engineers and developers working in
cross-functional teams or operations and would now switch to IAC to manage complex infrastructures. What You Will Learn
Provision local and remote development environments with Vagrant Automate production infrastructures with Terraform, Ansible
and Cloud-init on AWS, OpenStack, Google Cloud, Digital Ocean, and more Manage and test automated systems using Chef and
Puppet Build, ship, and debug optimized Docker containers Explore the best practices to automate and test everything from cloud
infrastructures to operating system configuration In Detail Infrastructure as Code (IAC) is a key aspect of the DevOps movement,
and this book will show you how to transform the way you work with your infrastructure—by treating it as software. This book is
dedicated to helping you discover the essentials of infrastructure automation and its related practices; the over 90 organized
practical solutions will demonstrate how to work with some of the very best tools and cloud solutions. You will learn how to deploy
repeatable infrastructures and services on AWS, OpenStack, Google Cloud, and Digital Ocean. You will see both Ansible and
Terraform in action, manipulate the best bits from cloud-init to easily bootstrap instances, and simulate consistent environments
locally or remotely using Vagrant. You will discover how to automate and test a range of system tasks using Chef or Puppet. You
will also build, test, and debug various Docker containers having developers' interests in mind. This book will help you to use the
right tools, techniques, and approaches to deliver working solutions for today's modern infrastructure challenges. Style and
approach This is a recipe-based book that allows you to venture into some of the most cutting-edge practices and techniques
about IAC and solve immediate problems when trying to implement them.
On the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution, the epic story of an enormous apartment building where Communist true
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believers lived before their destruction The House of Government is unlike any other book about the Russian Revolution and the
Soviet experiment. Written in the tradition of Tolstoy's War and Peace, Grossman’s Life and Fate, and Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag
Archipelago, Yuri Slezkine’s gripping narrative tells the true story of the residents of an enormous Moscow apartment building
where top Communist officials and their families lived before they were destroyed in Stalin’s purges. A vivid account of the
personal and public lives of Bolshevik true believers, the book begins with their conversion to Communism and ends with their
children’s loss of faith and the fall of the Soviet Union. Completed in 1931, the House of Government, later known as the House
on the Embankment, was located across the Moscow River from the Kremlin. The largest residential building in Europe, it
combined 505 furnished apartments with public spaces that included everything from a movie theater and a library to a tennis
court and a shooting range. Slezkine tells the chilling story of how the building’s residents lived in their apartments and ruled the
Soviet state until some eight hundred of them were evicted from the House and led, one by one, to prison or their deaths. Drawing
on letters, diaries, and interviews, and featuring hundreds of rare photographs, The House of Government weaves together
biography, literary criticism, architectural history, and fascinating new theories of revolutions, millennial prophecies, and reigns of
terror. The result is an unforgettable human saga of a building that, like the Soviet Union itself, became a haunted house, forever
disturbed by the ghosts of the disappeared.
Discover how to manage and scale your infrastructure using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) with Terraform Key Features Get up and
running with the latest version of Terraform, v0.13 Design and manage infrastructure that can be shared, tested, modified,
provisioned, and deployed Work through practical recipes to achieve zero-downtime deployment and scale your infrastructure
effectively Book Description HashiCorp Configuration Language (HCL) has changed how we define and provision a data center
infrastructure with the launch of Terraform—one of the most popular and powerful products for building Infrastructure as Code. This
practical guide will show you how to leverage HashiCorp's Terraform tool to manage a complex infrastructure with ease. Starting
with recipes for setting up the environment, this book will gradually guide you in configuring, provisioning, collaborating, and
building a multi-environment architecture. Unlike other books, you'll also be able to explore recipes with real-world examples to
provision your Azure infrastructure with Terraform. Once you've covered topics such as Azure Template, Azure CLI, Terraform
configuration, and Terragrunt, you'll delve into manual and automated testing with Terraform configurations. The next set of
chapters will show you how to manage a balanced and efficient infrastructure and create reusable infrastructure with Terraform
modules. Finally, you'll explore the latest DevOps trends such as continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) and zerodowntime deployments. By the end of this book, you'll have developed the skills you need to get the most value out of Terraform
and manage your infrastructure effectively. What you will learn Understand how to install Terraform for local development Get to
grips with writing Terraform configuration for infrastructure provisioning Use Terraform for advanced infrastructure use cases
Understand how to write and use Terraform modules Discover how to use Terraform for Azure infrastructure provisioning Become
well-versed in testing Terraform configuration Execute Terraform configuration in CI/CD pipelines Explore how to use Terraform
Cloud Who this book is for This book is for developers, operators, and DevOps engineers looking to improve their workflow and
use Infrastructure as Code. Experience with Microsoft Azure, Jenkins, shell scripting, and DevOps practices is required to get the
most out of this Terraform book.
Data is getting bigger and more complex by the day, and so are your choices in handling it. Explore some of the most cutting-edge
databases available - from a traditional relational database to newer NoSQL approaches - and make informed decisions about
challenging data storage problems. This is the only comprehensive guide to the world of NoSQL databases, with in-depth practical
and conceptual introductions to seven different technologies: Redis, Neo4J, CouchDB, MongoDB, HBase, Postgres, and
DynamoDB. This second edition includes a new chapter on DynamoDB and updated content for each chapter. While relational
databases such as MySQL remain as relevant as ever, the alternative, NoSQL paradigm has opened up new horizons in
performance and scalability and changed the way we approach data-centric problems. This book presents the essential concepts
behind each database alongside hands-on examples that make each technology come alive. With each database, tackle a realworld problem that highlights the concepts and features that make it shine. Along the way, explore five database models relational, key/value, columnar, document, and graph - from the perspective of challenges faced by real applications. Learn how
MongoDB and CouchDB are strikingly different, make your applications faster with Redis and more connected with Neo4J, build a
cluster of HBase servers using cloud services such as Amazon's Elastic MapReduce, and more. This new edition brings a brand
new chapter on DynamoDB, updated code samples and exercises, and a more up-to-date account of each database's feature set.
Whether you're a programmer building the next big thing, a data scientist seeking solutions to thorny problems, or a technology
enthusiast venturing into new territory, you will find something to inspire you in this book. What You Need: You'll need a *nix shell
(Mac OS or Linux preferred, Windows users will need Cygwin), Java 6 (or greater), and Ruby 1.8.7 (or greater). Each chapter will
list the downloads required for that database.
Summary Making Sense of NoSQL clearly and concisely explains the concepts, features, benefits, potential, and limitations of
NoSQL technologies. Using examples and use cases, illustrations, and plain, jargon-free writing, this guide shows how you can
effectively assemble a NoSQL solution to replace or augment the traditional RDBMS you have now. About this Book If you want to
understand and perhaps start using the new data storage and analysis technologies that go beyond the SQL database model, this
book is for you. Written in plain language suitable for technical managers and developers, and using many examples, use cases,
and illustrations, this book explains the concepts, features, benefits, potential, and limitations of NoSQL. Making Sense of NoSQL
starts by comparing familiar database concepts to the new NoSQL patterns that augment or replace them. Then, you'll explore
case studies on big data, search, reliability, and business agility that apply these new patterns to today's business problems. You'll
see how NoSQL systems can leverage the resources of modern cloud computing and multiple-CPU data centers. The final
chaptersshow you how to choose the right NoSQL technologies for your own needs. Managers and developers will welcome this
lucid overview of the potential and capabilities of NoSQL technologies. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside NoSQL data architecture patterns NoSQL for big data Search,
high availability, and security Choosing an architecture About the Authors Dan McCreary and Ann Kelly lead an independent
training and consultancy firm focused on NoSQL solutions and are cofounders of the NoSQL Now! Conference. Table of Contents
PART 1 INTRODUCTION NoSQL: It's about making intelligent choices NoSQL concepts PART 2 DATABASE PATTERNS
Foundational data architecture patterns NoSQL data architecture patterns Native XML databases PART 3 NOSQL SOLUTIONS
Using NoSQL to manage big data Finding information with NoSQL search Building high-availability solutions with NoSQL
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Increasing agility with NoSQL PART 4 ADVANCED TOPICS NoSQL and functional programming Security: protecting data in your
NoSQL systems Selecting the right NoSQL solution
Complete A+ Guide to IT Hardware and SoftwareAA CompTIA A+ Core 1 (220-1001) & CompTIA A+ Core 2 (220-1002)
TextbookPearson IT Certification
Ansible is a simple, but powerful, server and configuration management tool. Learn to use Ansible effectively, whether you
manage one server--or thousands.
Break down the misconceptions of the Internet of Things by examining the different security building blocks available in Intel
Architecture (IA) based IoT platforms. This open access book reviews the threat pyramid, secure boot, chain of trust, and the SW
stack leading up to defense-in-depth. The IoT presents unique challenges in implementing security and Intel has both CPU and
Isolated Security Engine capabilities to simplify it. This book explores the challenges to secure these devices to make them
immune to different threats originating from within and outside the network. The requirements and robustness rules to protect the
assets vary greatly and there is no single blanket solution approach to implement security. Demystifying Internet of Things Security
provides clarity to industry professionals and provides and overview of different security solutions What You'll Learn Secure
devices, immunizing them against different threats originating from inside and outside the networkGather an overview of the
different security building blocks available in Intel Architecture (IA) based IoT platformsUnderstand the threat pyramid, secure
boot, chain of trust, and the software stack leading up to defense-in-depth Who This Book Is For Strategists, developers,
architects, and managers in the embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) space trying to understand and implement the security in
the IoT devices/platforms.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the workshops held at the 37th International
Symposium on Computer Architecture, ISCA 2010, in Saint-Malo, France, in June 2010. The 28 revised full papers presented
were carefully reviewed and selected from the lectures given at 5 of these workshops. The papers address topics ranging from
novel memory architectures to emerging application design and performance analysis and encompassed the following workshops:
A4MMC, applications for multi- and many-cores; AMAS-BT, 3rd workshop on architectural and micro-architectural support for
binary translation; EAMA, the 3rd Workshop for emerging applications and many-core architectures; WEED, 2nd Workshop on
energy efficient design, as well as WIOSCA, the annual workshop on the interaction between operating systems and computer
architecture.
This collection of essays, by well known writers on the subject of writing for television, is divided into three sections, with the first
one devoted to the debates on quality television. The second one focuses on literature and television. The final section examines
'Science on television', with series editors from Britain and Germany giving first-hand accounts of the scope for serious science
reporting on television.
In Defense of Monopoly offers an unconventional but empirically grounded argument in favor of market monopolies. Authors
McKenzie and Lee claim that conventional, static models exaggerate the harm done by real-world monopolies, and they show why
some degree of monopoly presence is necessary to maximize the improvement of human welfare over time. Inspired by Joseph
Schumpeter's suggestion that market imperfections can drive an economy's long-term progress, In Defense of Monopoly defies
conventional assumptions to show readers why an economic system's failure to efficiently allocate its resources is actually a
necessary precondition for maximizing the system's long-term performance: the perfectly fluid, competitive economy idealized by
most economists is decidedly inferior to one characterized by market entry and exit restrictions or costs. An economy is not a
board game in which players compete for a limited number of properties, nor is it much like the kind of blackboard games that
economists use to develop their monopoly models. As McKenzie and Lee demonstrate, the creation of goods and services in the
real world requires not only competition but the prospect of gains beyond a normal competitive rate of return.
Along with plan and elevation, section is one of the essential representational techniques of architectural design; among architects
and educators, debates about a project's section are common and often intense. Until now, however, there has been no
framework to describe or evaluate it. Manual of Section fills this void. Paul Lewis, Marc Tsurumaki, and David J. Lewis have
developed seven categories of section, revealed in structures ranging from simple one-story buildings to complex structures
featuring stacked forms, fantastical shapes, internal holes, inclines, sheared planes, nested forms, or combinations thereof. To
illustrate these categories, the authors construct sixty-three intricately detailed cross-section perspective drawings of built
projects—many of the most significant structures in international architecture from the last one hundred years—based on extensive
archival research. Manual of Section also includes smart and accessible essays on the history and uses of section.
This is a compelling study of the often controversial role and meaning of the new media and digital cultures in contemporary
society. Three decades of societal and cultural alignment of new media yielded to a host of innovations, trials, and problems,
accompanied by versatile popular and academic discourse. "New Media Studies" crystallized internationally into an established
academic discipline, which begs the question: where do we stand now; which new issues have emerged now that new media are
taken for granted, and which riddles remain unsolved; and, is contemporary digital culture indeed all about 'you', or do we still not
really understand the digital machinery and how it constitutes us as 'you'. From desktop metaphors to Web 2.0 ecosystems, from
touch screens to bloggging to e-learning, from role-playing games to Cybergoth music to wireless dreams, this timely volume
offers a showcase of the most up-to-date research in the field from what may be called a 'digital-materialist' perspective.
Distributed and Cloud Computing: From Parallel Processing to the Internet of Things offers complete coverage of modern
distributed computing technology including clusters, the grid, service-oriented architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-topeer networking, and cloud computing. It is the first modern, up-to-date distributed systems textbook; it explains how to create highperformance, scalable, reliable systems, exposing the design principles, architecture, and innovative applications of parallel,
distributed, and cloud computing systems. Topics covered by this book include: facilitating management, debugging, migration,
and disaster recovery through virtualization; clustered systems for research or ecommerce applications; designing systems as web
services; and social networking systems using peer-to-peer computing. The principles of cloud computing are discussed using
examples from open-source and commercial applications, along with case studies from the leading distributed computing vendors
such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. Each chapter includes exercises and further reading, with lecture slides and more
available online. This book will be ideal for students taking a distributed systems or distributed computing class, as well as for
professional system designers and engineers looking for a reference to the latest distributed technologies including cloud, P2P
and grid computing. Complete coverage of modern distributed computing technology including clusters, the grid, service-oriented
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architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-to-peer networking, and cloud computing Includes case studies from the leading
distributed computing vendors: Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and more Explains how to use virtualization to facilitate management,
debugging, migration, and disaster recovery Designed for undergraduate or graduate students taking a distributed systems
course—each chapter includes exercises and further reading, with lecture slides and more available online

Disinformation and so-called fake news are contemporary phenomena with rich histories. Disinformation, or the willful
introduction of false information for the purposes of causing harm, recalls infamous foreign interference operations in
national media systems. Outcries over fake news, or dubious stories with the trappings of news, have coincided with the
introduction of new media technologies that disrupt the publication, distribution and consumption of news -- from the socalled rumour-mongering broadsheets centuries ago to the blogosphere recently. Designating a news organization as
fake, or der Lügenpresse, has a darker history, associated with authoritarian regimes or populist bombast diminishing the
reputation of 'elite media' and the value of inconvenient truths. In a series of empirical studies, using digital methods and
data journalism, we inquire into the extent to which social media have enabled the penetration of foreign disinformation
operations, the widespread publication and spread of dubious content as well as extreme commentators with
considerable followings attacking mainstream media as fake.
If you are a system administrator who wants to become an expert in controlling and automating your Windows
environment, then this book is for you. Prior knowledge of PowerShell's core elements and applications is required for
this book.
Six years ago, Infrastructure as Code was a new concept. Today, as even banks and other conservative organizations
plan moves to the cloud, development teams for companies worldwide are attempting to build large infrastructure
codebases. With this practical book, Kief Morris of ThoughtWorks shows you how to effectively use principles, practices,
and patterns pioneered by DevOps teams to manage cloud-age infrastructure. Ideal for system administrators,
infrastructure engineers, software developers, team leads, and architects, this updated edition demonstrates how you
can exploit cloud and automation technology to make changes easily, safely, quickly, and responsibly. You'll learn how to
define everything as code and apply software design and engineering practices to build your system from small, loosely
coupled pieces. This book covers: Foundations: Use Infrastructure as Code to drive continuous change and raise the bar
of operational quality, using tools and technologies to build cloud-based platforms Working with infrastructure stacks:
Learn how to define, provision, test, and continuously deliver changes to infrastructure resources Working with servers
and other platforms: Use patterns to design provisioning and configuration of servers and clusters Working with large
systems and teams: Learn workflows, governance, and architectural patterns to create and manage infrastructure
elements
Master IT hardware and software installation, configuration, repair, maintenance, and troubleshooting and fully prepare
for the CompTIA® A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exams. This is your all-in-one, real-world, full-color
guide to connecting, managing, and troubleshooting modern devices and systems in authentic IT scenarios. Its thorough
instruction built on the CompTIA A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exam objectives includes coverage of
Windows 10, Mac, Linux, Chrome OS, Android, iOS, cloud-based software, mobile and IoT devices, security, Active
Directory, scripting, and other modern techniques and best practices for IT management. Award-winning instructor Cheryl
Schmidt also addresses widely-used legacy technologies—making this the definitive resource for mastering the tools and
technologies you’ll encounter in real IT and business environments. Schmidt’s emphasis on both technical and soft
skills will help you rapidly become a well-qualified, professional, and customer-friendly technician. LEARN MORE
QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY WITH THESE STUDY AND REVIEW TOOLS: Learning Objectives and chapter opening
lists of CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Objectives make sure you know exactly what you’ll be learning, and you cover all
you need to know Hundreds of photos, figures, and tables present information in a visually compelling full-color design
Practical Tech Tips provide real-world IT tech support knowledge Soft Skills best-practice advice and team-building
activities in every chapter cover key tools and skills for becoming a professional, customer-friendly technician Review
Questions—including true/false, multiple choice, matching, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended questions—carefully assess
your knowledge of each learning objective Thought-provoking activities help students apply and reinforce chapter
content, and allow instructors to “flip” the classroom if they choose Key Terms identify exam words and phrases
associated with each topic Detailed Glossary clearly defines every key term Dozens of Critical Thinking Activities take
you beyond the facts to deeper understanding Chapter Summaries recap key concepts for more efficient studying
Certification Exam Tips provide insight into the certification exam and preparation process
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